Sunday, June 23, 2019

RACE 1:

3–6–1–2

RACE 2:

4 – 10 – 1 – 9

RACE 3:

7–5–6–1

RACE 4:

4–2–1–3

RACE 5:

6–2–1–4

RACE 6:

1–7–8–2

RACE 7:

5–6–1–4

RACE 8:

4–5–1–2

RACE 9:

8–1–5–2

RACE 10: 8 – 7 – 4 – 2
RACE 11: 4 – 3 – 6 – 1
RACE 12: 8 – 5 – 3 – 4

Maiden Turf Caps the Week
The first weekend of South Florida’s summertime racing
season concludes Sunday with a 12-race card – and a
first post of 12:50 ET. There’s definitely some quality
sprinkled throughout the program. In terms of a classy,
high-level turf feature, look no further than the cast of
stakes winners housed in the 8th race. Indeed, prior
stakes success abounds among the resumes of Kroy,
Driven by Thunder, Speed Franco, Uncle B, Galleon
Mast and Swagger Jagger. And later on, there could be
a future stakes winner (or three) lurking among the cast
of race 12, a two-year-old maiden turf race at 7.5
furlongs. It’s a 12-horse field that has seemingly sports
something for everybody: there’s a major four-horse
rematch from a strong sprint run late last month as well
as a bevy of first-crop stallions. And yes, Khozan, the
Ocala-based wunderkind stud that has already blazed a
trail of juvenile winners here at Gulfstream Park, has
Where Ya Goin Owen on the rail for trainer Michael
Yates. In case you’re wondering, Where Ya Goin Owen
is the third foal from the Gulch mare Flashy Flirt (she
won three races: twice on synthetic and once over dirt.)
Both of her foals were minor two-year-old winners over
dirt. Meanwhile, Blazing Desire is part of a key May 26th
rematch quartet. He ran well enough to finish a “with
interest” third behind Remaster, who looked awesome in
his 2-1 wire-to-wire triumph for trainer Wesley Ward. I
believe Blazing Desire will appreciate the 2.5 furlong
stretch in distance here late Sunday for trainer Patrick
Biancone. Mr. Cesco exits that same Remaster race
and might be a sneaky second-out longshot for trainer
Antonio Sano (who also entered Carpe Diem firster
Consilium with Edgard Zayas.) Mr. Cesco nearly went
over the inside rail as he was shut off early by Kokomo.
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